Seat belts are provided for your safety
and must be worn at all times.
Passengers in
the BACK
SEATS should
exit the door
behind the
pilot

1. Connect buckle ends.
2. Pull loose end until tight.
3. To release, lift lever.
4. Pull belts tight.

Passengers in
the FRONT
SEAT should
exit the door
opposite the
pilot

A portable fire extinguisher is carried in a bracket
located on the right side of the pilots seat.
DO NOT walk upright
under rotors!
DO NOT walk uphill
under rotors

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

1.
2.

DO crouch when walking under
rotors, hold on to hats and
loose clothing.

Remain calm and follow
instructions of the pilot.
After the aircraft has come
to rest in water, remove
your seatbelt and head set.
Put on your life vest, DO
NOT INFLATE!
Upon pilots command,
open or jettison doors.
Exit aircraft only after
rotors have stopped
turning.
Operate gas inflation
handle on your life vest.

3.
4.

LIFE VEST OPERATION
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Remove your seatbelt and
headset
Remove life vest from
waist pouch
Don your life vest by
pulling over your head.
DO NOT INFLATE!
Fasten buckles
Pull tight around waist.
Exit aircraft through
emergency exit doors.
AFTER LEAVING AIRCRAFT,
jerk gas release knobs.
If life vest becomes soft, it
may be inflated manually.

5.
6.

To Open Rear Left
Doors:
Slide latches on top and
bottom of doors out of
latches into catch.

To Open Front Left and
Right Doors:
Pull down handle and
release, door will open by
itself.

To Operate Emergency Door Jettison:
FIRST
AID KIT

FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

1.
2.
3.

Remove from bracket
Hold extinguisher in
the upright position
Remove safety pin
Point nozzle in
direction of flames
Squeeze handle to
discharge
Direct contents to base
of flames.

Remove plastic guard
Pull rod lever to the rear and then…
Push door away from helicopter

